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From the Desk of Ms Angie Bezuidenhout
Head of Castle Aurora
As we return to the business of teaching and learning under the
restrictions of the national lockdown, it is indeed a privilege look
back at all that we have achieved during Term 1.
We are so used to living in the moment, rushing through our to do
lists, but do we ever take time out for ourselves. At the Castle, I am
so thankful for my moments of timeout. When I spend time visiting
the classrooms or just ‘hanging out’ with the children during
playtime, I am so impressed at how confident our Castle Aurora
children are. Even the shyest little souls, tell me long stories about
visits from the tooth mouse or weekend hikes with the family.
Timeouts are so important to center and rejuvenate yourself for the next scheduled task. In the next
few weeks, timeouts will be even more necessary. The pressure of what is to come, juggling work
and children at home. YES, your children at home 😊 Don’t feel guilty about giving yourself some
timeout and your children (Please NOT the ‘naughty step’ type of timeout). Just like us, children
need time to calm and re-center themselves. We may enjoy a long hot bubble bath, however, what
opportunities do children have? While at home, I encourage you not to be your child’s entertainment
at all times. Allow them to potter around without electronic devises, they may want you around them
all the time to start, however, slowly start giving them space, let them learn to entertain themselves.
When children start pottering around by themselves, it gives them the opportunity to process their
thoughts.
When bored – they will hopefully start using their initiative. Instead of aimlessly walking around the
garden whining, “there is nothing to do…”, they might try make mud cakes, collect and sort stones
or design car ramps.
Stay calm, slow down and be innovative with your children.
Enjoy so timeout now, while reading through the Castle’s highlights and term 1’s achievements.
Enjoy the break, make the most of spending time at home and most importantly stay safe!
Yours in Education
Ms Angie Bezuidenhout
Head of Castle Aurora
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The Castle children showed up this year in full support of
the CANSA SHAVATHON. The High school students set
up stations in both sections of the Castle. The children
adored their enthusiasm as they sprayed the Blue Pride
paw print, plaited hair, gel spikes and tied ribbons.
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Coach Charlie has worked enthusiastically with all our little swimmers.
Every lesson builds their skills and confidence in the water. Swimming
lessons continue throughout the year and it is vital that you keep packing
swimming gear every week. We bath our children on a chilly night, there
is no reason to swim in an indoor heated pool too.

The Grade R children showed us what it means to be a
SUPERHERO! They identified acts of bravery, commitment and
loyalty. They had class discussions about who our local superheroes
are, many identified their moms, dads, firemen and even a police
dogs! To wrap up the theme the children were given the opportunity
to dress up for the day. Super work Grade R Teachers!
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Friendship day is one of our favourite days of the
year, where the children get to bring their best
friends to school to cuddle and keep close.
Friendship day is coloured in red, white and pink
and the children have an extra sense of empathy
towards their friends.
Friendship was the highlight of the day, sharing
picnic baskets and healthy treats. Character play
with their teddies and swopping teddies for special
cuddles.
It was lovely to hear how the children describe
friendship. . .
“someone who helps you when you are hurt”
“someone who is kind”
“Someone who will call a teacher for you, if you need
help”
“Someone who makes you laugh”
“Someone who is excited to see you at school”
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The Grade R Gala has become one of our most
anticipated events for both the children and parents alike.
And for the second time around, it most definitely did not
disappoint!
Our amazing little Grade R swimmers had to draw from
their Superhero qualities and display qualities of strength,
courage and bravery.
The children participated in three different races across
the 25m pool. From speed races to fun relays and even
dressing parents up, the cheering was explosive for ALL
swimmers, even our little ones who have only started
swimming lessons this year!
The evening displayed skill levels from Stage 1 to Stage
5 swimmers. It emphasized the importance of attending
swimming lessons on a regular basis and throughout the
school year.
A big THANK YOU to the APT (Association of Parents &
Teachers) who stepped in to quench our thirst and fill
some very hungry bellies.
Coach Charlie is dedicated to developing your child’s skill
sets in a safe and fun environment!
Well done to the Green Stars for winning the spirit trophy!
What a fantastic vibe the evening turned to have!
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Adventure walks

Adventure Walks are a MUST at
Curro
Castle
Aurora.
Our
children’s weekly walks help them
connect with the outdoors and
create a sense that they are part
of something bigger!
The campus holds so many
incredible places to explore and
investigate. A wonderland for our
little adventurous souls!
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This term we finally hit the last stretch of the Castle Renovations. The Group 3 to 5 classrooms
were completed, and the children showed incredible resilience with changes in classrooms.
Thank you for your patience, the final product exceeds all expectations. The children are
calmer in the neutral colours and are proud of their school.
We have a few more projects awaiting completion, however, nothing that will unsettle the
children.
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Thank you to Panteli’s Italian Kitchen for sponsoring
another fabulous Date Night! The children always enjoy
your delicious pizza and the Parents are so appreciative
of this initiative!
Next date night – 28 May
Save the date for your night off!
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Newspaper

Keep an eye out for more exciting
Castle Aurora articles!
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Parent’s morning Tea – A first of many to come.
The morning was a fantastic time LISTENING to
Castle parents, would like and what we can
improve on.
I appreciate the time parents took to show their
commitment to their children’s holistic
education. Parent support is a key component to
a child’s outlook toward schools.

Our term ended with a twist. COVID19
finally had an impact on South Africa and
the precautionary measures of closing the
schools.
A MASSIVE Thank you goes out the Curro
management team for putting procedures
into place, the teachers for coming
together to ensure their children are kept
stimulated during school closure and most
importantly the Castle parents. Our
parents followed our lead, stayed calm and
respected all decisions made in the best
interest of their children.
United we stand, divided we fall!
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We officially have a full parking lot dedicated to the Castle! PLUS, our own
gate entrance on Puttick road!
The gate will be open from 06:30 – 08:30 and again 12:30 to 15:00. This
gate is an entrance only gate. Please exit at the gate next to the Pandae
Recycling Center.
A reminder to follow the demarcated ARROWS in the parking lot for the
safety of all.
Castle entrance stickers will be available for your windscreen in Term 2.
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Well done on a great term to all our external coaches!
Term 1 is always faced with challenges, new children,
classroom movement, last minutes sign ups. I appreciate
your positive attitude and prompt feedback to parents. You
are all an incredible part of the Castle!

Every Monday a handful of Grade R children
are awarded a Rising Star Certificate for
something they may have done over and
above during the week. We believe all
children deserve positive reward, however, it
is also important to celebrate single
successes within the group.
It is an absolute please signing the Rising Star
Certificates each week, I am so proud of
upstanding little citizens!
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Thank you to our Castle
Parents for being supportive
with our Sugar-Free initiative.
Especially with Birthdays.
We have seen parents really
think out of the box, with fruit
cakes, slime packs and even
paw patrol puppy bowls instead
of the packet jammed packed
with sweets.
Thumbs up parents!

Dental Hygiene Week

Dental Visit
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